Carts are prohibited on the following streets and sidewalks paralleling those streets:
Sessom Drive
University Drive
Academy Street (upper)
Old Ranch Road 12
Aquarena Springs Drive
Ed J L Geen Drive
All other city streets

Carts are only allowed to drive on streets and sidewalks where noted.
Carts are prohibited on all paths marked in red.
Carts are prohibited on ADA switchback ramps where noted.

Sources:
Cart Paths - Determined by ground survey study of campus-wide cart path usage, Texas State University Facilities, 2017.

CART PATH TYPE

- **CART PATH ON STREETS AND SIDEWALKS WITH NORMAL PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC STREET & CROSSINGS, EXERCISE CAUTION**
- **CART PATH ON SIDEWALKS WITH HIGH PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC USE IF NECESSARY, EXERCISE CAUTION**
- **LIMITED USE BY ROADWORTHY VEHICLES WHEN CONDITIONS AND TRAFFIC FLOW ALLOWS**